The Pro’s Choice Since 1936

Stucco Color Packs
PRODUCT # 27111, 27112, 27110, 27113, 27114, 27115, 27116, 27117, 27118

Choose from nine powdered Stucco Color Packs that deliver
colorful stucco ﬁnishes when used with Sakrete Stucco Finish
Coats.
SAFETY:
READ and UNDERSTAND the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) before
using this product. WARNING: Wear protective clothing and equipment.
For emergency information, call CHEMTREC at 800-424-9300
or 703-527-3887 (outside USA). KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
MIXING:
1. Using a mechanical plaster mixer, mix one (1) 80 lb. bag of the
appropriate stucco ﬁnish with portable water to a thin consistency until it is
smooth and free of lumps.
2. Add all color packs to be used for one batch and mix until color is evenly
dispersed. (Approximately 1 to 2 minutes)
3. Thin the mixture with water, then add remaining stucco base to correspond
with the number of color packs mixed in step 2.
4. For additional batches of the same material and color, thin the remaining
mixture and repeat steps 2 and 3.
NOTE: All cement/lime products should be mechanically mixed for a minimum
of twenty (20) minutes after the last bag of stucco base is added.
SAKRETE® Stucco Color may also be used in other SAKRETE® stucco
products. Please note that different color values will be obtained when
the same color is added to different base products. The colors are
approximations. The actual ﬁnal color may vary slightly. Color perception
is affected by degree of gloss, texture and lighting conditions. For best
results, always request a product sample. Select colors under natural
lighting conditions. Avoid installing new ﬁnish adjacent to weathered or aged
ﬁnish. The SAKRETE® Companies will not be responsible for shade or color
variations caused by application or substrate deﬁciencies, or fading resulting
from natural causes such as weather.
STORAGE: Store in a tightly closed container off the ﬂoor in a dry place.
SHELF LIFE: One year from date of manufacture.

PACKAGING: 14 Oz. (398.5 g)
COLORS:
Sunset
Morning Fog
Muslin
Rock Candy
Vanilla
Gardenia
Spalding Gray
Cream
Universal Khaki

UPC: 7-64661-27111-6
UPC: 7-64661-27112-3
UPC: 7-64661-27110-9
UPC: 7-64661-27113-0
UPC: 7-64661-27114-7
UPC: 7-64661-27115-4
UPC: 7-64661-27116-1
UPC: 7-64661-27117-8
UPC: 7-64661-27118-5

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY:
Uncured or crushed cured cement is an environmental hazard, which may adversely affect
ﬁsh and wildlife. Dispose of construction debris
containing cement, including empty bags, at a
permitted municipal disposal ﬁrm. Do not use
crushed concrete as a ﬁll near an aquatic habitat.

WARNING: Harmful or fatal when
swallowed. Avoid inhalation
of dust, do not take internally.
If swallowed, induce vomiting
and call a physician. Contains
iron Oxide and Chromium Oxide
(green). KEEP AWAY FROM
CHILDREN.

LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY
The manufacturer warrants that this product shall be of merchantable quality when
used or applied in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. This product is
not warranted as suitable for any purpose other than the general purpose for which
it is intended. This warranty runs for one (1) year from the date the product is purchased. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ON THIS PRODUCT IS LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY.
Liability under this warranty is limited to replacement of defective product or, at the
manufacturer’s option, refund of the purchase price. CONSEQUENTIAL AND
INCIDENTAL DAMAGES ARE NOT RECOVERABLE UNDER THIS WARRANTY.
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